
Narrow The Curriculum, Narrow The Voice
	

In modern days overwhelmed by the heavy “compassion” of a no-excuses educational 
reform, it soon became difficult to get around to the other side of a suddenly initiated run of 
studies; studies which endlessly promoted a test-score-based subject-specific reform.  However; 
depending upon whose research you intentionally tracked, with only a little added effort you 
could locate alternative views.  Views which included plenty of years-old evidence to indicate 
that children of all backgrounds?

Thrived when offered broadly kinetic and physically demanding lives.  
Over and over, in fact, studies connected both a mental function and an academic 

retention to complexly kinesthetic, physically challenging activities. 
One evening, a teacher who had made this connection intuitively was on the news.  She 

had been concerned, she told an encouraging news associate, because in her elementary school 
classroom the girls had been far outscoring the boys.  “I bet myself,” she explained, “that if I 
made sure to add in plenty of physical activities, oh, like letting the kids jump, or climb, or do 
their work while kneeling on the floor, that the boys’ scores would rise. 

“And,” here she paused to emphasize her results with an excited smile:
“They did.”
To help illustrate this teacher’s impressive success, the news anchor cheerfully drew 

everyone’s attention to a brightly charted graph where pre-experiment and post-experiment 
scores had been neatly diagramed.  The evidence was visibly convincing.  (Although; well; 
wasn’t it interesting, I remember thinking at the time, that no one felt it necessary to comment 
upon the fact that – not only had the boys’ scores jumped?  But, you could see it; it was right 
there.  The girls had also made great gains, staying, on average, seven to eight points ahead of 
the boys.)

The relationship between physical activities and academic progress, as this teacher had so 
importantly and correctly guessed, was possibly not only useful, but crucial.*†

Additional studies supported her presumption. 
Students whose day, while allowing for an intentional academic focus, strategically 

intermixed physically involved courses – kinetically creative courses such as dance, gymnastics, 
band, choir, drumline, step, art, jewelry, woodworking, home economics, sports, cheerleading, 
set design or student council – illustrated, through the elevation of test scores, that a high 
academic performance had more to do with the category and sequence of subjects and activities 
offered, than did any intentionally narrowed emphasis upon one or two rigidly-selected academic 
categories.  

Categories such as? 
Literacy and math.
Paradoxically, then; all of those low-income, low-scoring students?  
All of those children who, for so many long years, now, had been immovably targeted by 

a nationally engendered test score evidence – evidence that a mushrooming supply of self-
proclaimed “experts” loudly promoted as being an indisputable proof of  intellectual deficit?  
Those so many students who had, then, been subsequently forced into modern-day schedules 
requiring double math, double literacy, and, for many, additional intervention reading and/or 
mathematics classes combined with a reform-financed no-after-school-activities-for-you late 
afternoon tutoring.  



Well, due to the compounding hours spent inside ever tightening schedules able to offer 
little to no integration of physical activities – were these students actually children who had 
retained less information? 

Was it possible?
That, after all was said and done; that, despite the breathtaking sums of money argued as 

being an indispensable support for the never-ending parade of math and literacy programs 
attached to expensively altering personnel – well, was it possible that, in the end, narrowly test-
score-focused students might actually know less than peers of the same ability who had 
experienced broader and more physically demanding lives?  

Was it possible?
That, in the loudly advertised name of an “expert”-initiated accountability, the relentless 

statistical targeting which then forced students into an increasingly narrowed concentration upon 
non-kinetic studies, in reality had, year upon year, for over a decade now, produced the exact 
opposite effect by undermining an academic success and stealing voice from those who could 
least afford to be silenced? 

*Or, as my niece would say: Why do you think the band kids usually get the highest grades?  (Learning how to read, 
interpret and apply the language of music has, in fact, been statistically compared to the effort required to 
comprehend and employ the functions of calculus.)

†And, as teachers willing to go out on strike would tell you: Recess should never be considered as a part of a 
student’s day which might be easily eliminated, but as an essentially protected component of the overall curriculum.


